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Chapters 

NORMAL MODAL LOGICS 

MODAL OPERATORS ARE UBIQUITOUS in natural language. Consider the 

following three claims: 

a) If it is necessarily the case that 2 is the smallest prime number, then 

2 is the smallest prime number. 

b) If it is known that Max is bigger than Agnes, then Max is bigger than 

Agnes. 

c) If it is morally obligatory that you love your neighbor, then you love 

your neighbor. 

The first two appear to be true while the third appears to be false. I In 

each case the sentence has an antecedent beginning with what appears to 

be a unary connective of the form 'it is ... that'. Classical logic has no non-

trivial connectives of that sort except for 'it is not the case that'. Not only 

does it not have them but there is an ostensible reason why classical logic 

cannot have them. The language Lep l is truthfunctional: if two sentences 

A and B have the same truth-value then so do any two complex sentences 

( ... A ... ) and ( ... B ... ) that differ only in that the second has B where 

the first has A. The operators in (a)-(c), on the other hand, appear to be 

non-truth-functional. To see this, notice that each of the following is true:2 

d) The US flag has 50 stars on it. 

e) 2 is the smallest prime number. 

f) It is necessarily the case that 2 is the smallest prime number. 

If 'it is necessarily the case that ... ' is truth-functional, then 

g) It is necessarily the case that the US flag has fifty stars on it 

ISome might be of the view that ethical claims are neither true nor false. We'll ignore this 

here, although the issue is relevant to Part III. 

2We assume that all theorems of standard number theory are necessarily true, but the 

example can be chaitged if this turns out to be false (in which case, necessarily false?). 
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must be true, given that (e) and (f) are true} The trouble is that (g) seems 

to be false; the US flag could have had fewer than fifty stars on it (if, e.g., 

Russia hadn't sold Alaska to the US). Accordingly, 'it is necessarily the case 

that' is not truth-functional. Similar examples will show that the operators 

in (b) and (c) are not truth-functional. 

Operators such as 'it is necessarily the case that', 'it is known that' and 

'it is morally obligatory that' are frequently called modaloperators.4 'It is 

necessarily the case that' and 'it is possible that' are called alethic modaloper-

ators (pronounced 'ah-Iee-thic', from the Greek 'althetheia' meaning truth), 

as such operators have something to do with the mode in which statements 

may be true. 'It is morally obligatory that' and 'it is morally permissible 

that' are called deontic (modal) operators (from the Greek 'deon', meaning 

duty). Modal operators having to do with belief or knowledge are often 

called epistemic operators, from episteme (knowledge);5 modal operators hav-

ing to do with provability are called apodeictic, from the Greek apodeiknunai 

(demonstrate); and operators having to do with time are often called tense 

operators, from the English tense. 

Needless to say, modal operators playa fairly active role in philosoph-

ical discourse. Philosophers continue to pursue questions in ethics, epis-

temology, time, proof and the like; and frequently such questions concern . 

whether such and so is possible, impossible and so on. The point of modal 

logic is (in part) to provide clear, formal models of such notions, models 

that reflect the logic of such operators. 

In this chapter we set out a few so-called normal modal logics. (The tag 

'normal' will be explained in due course; it is a technical term, although per-

haps its technical usage coincides with some views about the corresponding 

modal logics.) Before moving to the logics, we will briefly sketch the basic 

philosophical picture behind the various logics (and, in particular, behind 

their semantics). 

5.1 ON WAYS THINGS COULD BE 

For purposes of illustration we concentrate on the alethic modal operators, 

it is possible that and it is necessary that. The other modalities are treated in 

the same basic fashion. 

You could have been rock-climbing right now; instead, you are reading. 

Accordingly, it is not a necessary truth that you are reading right now. What 

3Recall that, in virtue of being a function, no truth function can assign different values to 

the same argument. 

4Such terminology is now standard, although a useful alternative and not entirely non-

standard terminology calls such operators intensional. At the very least, intensional operators 

are not truth-functional; they are not, as it is sometimes put, extensional. See Carnap {IB}. 

5When belief is treated as a modal operator (e.g., 'it is believed that') the operator is called 

a doxastic operator, from the Greek 'doxa', meaning opinion. 
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is a necessary truth is that you are identical to yourself, as you couldn't but 
be identical to yoursel£ 

What is it to say that some statement is necessary, that it is necessarily 

true? To say that A is necessarily true is to say that it is impossible for A to 
be untrue. But what is it to say that? 

Following the lead ofLeibniz (and more recently Kripke {58, 59}), alethic 

modal operators are taken to be quantifiers over "possible worlds".6 As 

David Lewis {66} put it, possible worlds are ways things could be. There are 

lots of ways things could be. One way things could be is precisely the way 

things actually are; this is the actual (possible) world. But, as above, things 

could've been different: you could've been rock-climbing right now instead 

of reading. On this approach, to say that A is necessarily true is to say that 

A is true atlin every possible world; to say that A is possibly true is to say 

that A is true at some (possible) world or other. 

Some of this may appear to be fanciful thinking. Maybe so. Yet there 

is a sense in which this way of thinking is already very familiar from CPL, 

namely through the use of truth-tables. Think of a truth table for the sen-

tences p, q, pl\q. The first row has entries 1) 1) 1, and the second has 1,0,0. 

These surely represent ways in which the various sentences could be true 

together. If p and q are 'Snow is white' and 'Some paper is white', respec-

tively, then they represent the actual way things are and also a way things 

could have been. Now, truth-table rows correspond to (partially depicted) 

admissible CPL valuations. So, we can think of (admissible) CPL-valuations 

as representing possible worlds, representing ways things could be, at least in 

so far as the connectives go.7 If'V is such a valuation we can suppose that 

there is a world w corresponding to 'V in the sense that any sentence A is 
true in w exactly if 'V (A) = 1. 

This provides us with a good grasp on at least one sort of (alethic) "logi-

cal" necessity. The metaphysically loaded talle of alternative possible worlds 

has a simple cash value here: it amounts to talk of all the different admissi-

ble valuations of the language. While this is clearly not the only meaning 

alethic (or other sorts of) modal discourse can have, it is one easily grasped 

meaning. With this in mind, one can say that a sentence A is necessary 

(or necessarily true) iff it is true atlin all valuations (all worlds); A is possi-

ble iff it is true atlin some valuation (some world); A is contingent iff it is 

true atlin some valuation (some world) and false atlin some valuation (some 

world); and A is impossible iff A is unsatisfiable. The point is that "quan-

tification over worlds" is not nearly as unfamiliar as it may at first appear. 

6Note well that we are not endorsing any ontology or philosophical account of modality 

here. Our concern is only with the formal structure of modal discourse. 

7We are not suggesting that CPL valuations exhaust the range of what possible worlds 

are like-whatever, in the end, they are like-or that every CPL valuation represents a real 

possibility (whatever that may be). For now, we are using them merely as examples. 
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ACCESSIBILITY AND RELATIVE POSSIBILITY 

As useful as the preceding illustration may be it would be a mistake to 

regard it as fixing the meaning of our modal terms. 'Necessarily' and 'pos-

sibly' are not univocal in our language. If, for example, you suggest that 

Max could have been rock climbing instead of working today he might re-

tort "No, for I have injured my ankle." To be sure, your suggestion poses 

a logical possibility but, given the state of Max's body, not a physical possi-

bility. Other examples would similarly suggest distinctions between what 

is physically possible in principle and what is technically possible. (Travel 

faster than light is not physically possible; travel at half the speed of light 

is physically but not technically possible. And so on.) 

To allow for such different modalities, and for various standards of argu-

ment validity in modal discourse, we introduce into the semantics the idea 

of accessibility. In our models we place, in addition to the worlds, a binary 

relation R on worlds, with 'Wl RW2' read as there is access from Wl to W2 or 

as W2 is accessible from Wl. (We will sometimes use 'w-accessible world' to 

mean a world accessible from w, so that w' is a w-accessible world iff wRw'.) 

The accessibility relation is also sometimes called relative possibility, with 

'Wl Rw/ read as 'W2 is possible relative to Wl '. We equate something being 

necessary in a world w with its being true in all w-accessible worlds. Sim-

ilarly, we say that something is possible in w just in case it is true in some 

w-accessible world. The example of physical possibility is then sometimes 

explained by saying that it is physically possible that A iff A is true in some 

world subject to the same laws of nature as our world; and in this case, the 

accessibility relation is that of being subject to the same laws of nature. 

We can think of our preceding illustration, in which worlds correspond 

simply to CPL-valuations, as a limiting case in which every world is accessi-

ble to every other world. Then we think of each valuation 'V as representing 

a world in the sense that it assigns 1 precisely to the sentences true in that 

world. Of course, we can then introduce a "universal" relation R that holds 

between any two valuations. As we shall see below (page 66) the logic of 

modal discourse will be the same if we do that (or not mention R at all) or 

if we require ofR only that it be an equivalence relation (reflexive, symmet-

ric, and transitive); for what the logic must be like will depend precisely on 

the properties we require of this access relation. 

EXERCISES 5.1.1 

I The following argument was inspired by Aristotle's famous sea-battle 

passage: 

If I give the order to attack, then there will necessarily be a sea-battle tomor-

row. If I do not give that order, then there will necessarily not be a sea-battle 

tomorrow. But I either give the order or do not give the order. Therefore, 
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either there will necessarily be a sea-battle tomorrow or there will necessarily 
not be one. 

It has been argued that this argument has two readings: on one reading 

it is valid but its premises are false; on the other its premises could be 

true but it is invalid. Display two such readings and discuss. (Hint: Pay 

special attention to the scope of the word 'necessarily'. Does 'necessarily' 

govern the entire sentence or only part of it?) 

2 Inspired by Willard Van Ormen Quine's critique of modal discourse: 

Mathematicians are necessarily rational but not necessarily bipeds. Cyclists are 

necessarily bipeds but not necessarily rational. P. K. Z. is a mathematician and 

a cyclist. Therefore, P. K. Z. does not exist. 

Display at least two possible readings and discuss the validity of the ar-

gument as thus read. 

5.2 MODAL PROPOSITIONAL SYNTAX 

Our modal propositional syntax augments Scp l by adding two new ele-

ments to C. The new elements are D (the box) and 0 (the diamond), which 

are unary connectives.8 Accordingly, our modal propositional syntax is a 

structure Smp l = (A, C, S) where A comprises the following letters with or 

without positive integer subscripts: 

p, q,T 

C comprises the unary connectives "', D and 0 and binary connectives /\, 

V, => and ==. S, the set ofSmpl-sentences, is specified thus: 

» All elements of A are elements of S; 

» If A is in S, then each of "'A, DA and OA is in S; and if A and Bare 

in S, so are (A /\ B), (A V B), (A => B), and (A == B); 

» Nothing is in S except by virtue of the two clauses above. 

We use these new connectives to symbolize our examples. Thus if A is 

the sentence '2 is the smallest prime number' then DA symbolizes 'It is 

necessarily the case that 2 is the smallest prime number' and, among other 

:ariants, '2 is necessarily the smallest prime number'. Similarly, 0 A symbol-

Izes 'It is possible that 2 is the smallest prime number' or '2 is possibly the 
smallest prime number'. 

. 8The box and diamond are sometimes written Land M, respectively, but we shall not use 
this notation. 
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Each of the (modal) languages discussed in this chapter is generated 

from Smp 1. We distinguish the languages in terms of their respective seman-

tics. We begin with the language, .LK.9 

5.3 BASIC NORMAL SEMANTICS 

To display the semantics of .LK we must specify the admissible valuations 

and define satisfaction. As will be clear from the foregoing, we will have to 

do this in a slightly roundabout way. 

.LK interprets Smp1 by way of a structure (W, n, 'V) where W is a non-

empty set comprising "worlds" (or, more neutrally, "points"), n is a binary 

relation on W (i.e., n W x W), the "access" relation, and 'V is a function 

from W x S into {l, O}. In effect, 'V assigns a truth value to each sentence 

at each world (but we will return to 'V below) . 

.LK-models are structures of the sort above: (W, n, 'V). Specifically, where 

'V(w, A) is the value of 'V for the argument (w, A) (and may be read 'the 

value of A at w under 'V') we say that an LK-model is any .LK-structure such 

that: 

'V(w,,,,A) = 1 iff 'V(w,A) = 0 

'V(w, (A 1\ B)) = 1 iff 'V(w, A) = 1 and 'V(w, B) = 1 

'V(w, (A V B)) = 1 iff 'V (w, A) = 1 or 'V ( w, B) = 1 

'V(w, (A B)) = 1 iff 'V(w, A) = 0 or 'V(w, B) = 1 

'V(w, (A == B)) = 1 iff 'V(w, A) = 'V(w, B) 

'V(w,OA) = 1 iff for some w' E W, 

(w, w') E nand 'V(w ' A) = 1 

'V(w,OA) = 1 iff for all w' E W, 

if (w, w') E n then 'V(w ' , A) = 1 

Neither n nor the "worlds" (elements ofW) playa major role in the clauses 

for extensional connectives ("', 1\, V, ==); they playa major role in the 

clauses for the modal connectives (0 and 0). Let A be any Sep1-sentence. 

Determing the value of A at w never involves going beyond w itself-its 

value depends only on what is happening at home (as it were). Modal (in-

tensional) sentences are different; the value of OA at w depends on what is 

happening at all worlds (or, more accurately, at all w-accessible worlds). 

VALUATIONS 

What will be the admissible valuations for this language, associated with 

this model? The function 'V is clearly not a valuation, since its domain does 

not have sentences as members, but ordered pairs consisting of sentences 

9The corresponding logic is standardly called 'K'. 
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and worlds; however, we can think of 'V as specifying for each sentence A 

the set of worlds at which A is true.1O Therefore, we can define one valuation 

for each world as follows: 

'Vw : 'Vw(A) = 'V(w, A) 

We can think of'Vw as the assignment of truth-values on the supposition 

or assumption that w is the actual world. And these functions will be pre-

cisely the admissible valuations of the language, with satisfaction defined 

accordingly: 

» A function 'V is an admissible valuation of the language .LK iff there is an 

.LK-model (W, n, 'V) and a member w of W such that 'V = 'Vw. The 

valuation 'V satisfies sentence A iff 'V (A) = 1. 

SEMANTIC PROPERTIES AND RELATIONS 

The important semantic properties and relations are defined as usual by 

(Def 3·5)-(Def 3.8). In particular, where M = (W, n, 'V) is an LK model, we 

also say that M satisfies A at w iff 'V w (A) = 1. Similarly, where X comprises 

LK-sentences, we say that M satisfies X at w iff M satisfies A at w, for every 

AEX. 

Where M and A are as above, we shall say that M satisfies A iff M 

satisfies A at every w E W. (In other words, if A is satisfied at every 

world of W, then we drop explicit reference to worlds and say only that M 
satisfies A.) 

One may read ''Vw (A) = l' and ''Vw (A) = 0' as 'A is true at w under 'V' 

and 'A is false at w under 'V', respectively. Given this terminology, semantic 

consequence (or implication) is truth-preservation over all worlds of all .LK-

models; we will write for the consequence relation in LK. 

One notable feature of.LK is that "'OA and D-",A are equivalent in .LK, as 

are ",DA and O",A. To say that A and B are equivalent in LK is to say that no 

two admissible .LK-valuations differ with respect to the values assigned to A 

and B. In other words, if A is false at some world of some model, then B is 

also false at that world, and if A is true at some world of some model, then 

so too is B. That ",OA and O",A are equivalent may be seen thus, where 

each step falls directly out of the clauses on admissible .LK-valuations: 

'Vw(",OA) = 1 iff 'Vw(DA) = 0 

iff for some w' S.t. (w, w') E n, 'VW
' 
(A) = 0 

iff for some w' S.t. (w, w') E n, 'VW
' 
(",A) = 1 

iff 'Vw( O",A) = 1 

IOThat set, of course, is {w E W : \I(w, A) = 1}, which we can conveniently denote as 

\I M (A), for a given model M = (W, R, \I). We will return to this notion in an exercise and 

make use of it more extensively in a later chapter. 
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Similarly, by replacing 'some' with 'all' and '0' with '0' in the above proof, 

the equivalence of and may likewise be established: 

'VW = 1 iff 'Vw (OA) = 0 

iff for all w' S.t. (w, w') E n, 'Vw ' (A) = 0 

iff for all w' S.t. (w, w') E n, 'Vw , = 1 

iff 'Vw = 1 

As a result of these equivalences, one can enjoy a smaller set of connectives 

without losing the expressive power of LK; one can simply take either 0 or 

o as primitive and, introduce the other as an abbreviation. 

Another notable feature of LK is that, given the clauses on admissi-

ble LK-valuations in §5.3, if w accesses no worlds (i.e., if there is no w' 
S.t. (w, w') E n) then every sentence of the form OA is false at w while 

every sentence of the form OA is (vacuously) true at w. (If w accesses no 

worlds, then afortiori there is no world w' S.t. (w, w') E nand 'Vw ' (A) = 0, 

in which case 'V w (OA) = 1.) This is significant, at least in as much as one 

interprets LK as a model of alethic modality. We will return to this point 

after discussing counterexamples. 

COUNTEREXAMPLES 

Let M = (W, n, 'V) be an LK model; let X comprise LK-sentences; and 

let A be an LK-sentence. Moreover, let (X, A) be an LK-argument (where 

X comprises the premises and A is the conclusion). We say that M is an 

LK-counterexample or counter-model to (X, A) iff M satisfies X at w but M 
does not satisfy A at w, for some w E W. II So, X I f--K A iff there is no 

counterexample to (X, A). 
Likewise, where M and A remain as above, we say that M is a coun-

terexample to A iff M does not satisfy A at w for some w E W. In other 

words, a counterexample to A is an LK-model that provides us with an ad-

missible valuation that assigns 0 to A at some world. So, A is a valid sen-

tence of LK iff there is no counterexample to A. 

By way of example consider any LK-sentence of the form 

Is there a counterexample to (5.1)? Yes: 

W 

n 
{wo} 

o 
'VWD (A) 0 

IIWe will henceforth drop the explicit reference to LK unless more than one language is 

under discussion. 
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In this case, we have exactly one world, namely Wo. A is false at Wo under 

'Y. Moreover, since Wo has access to no worlds (given that n is empty), 

there are no worlds accessible to Wo at which A is false, in which case, 

by the semantics for OA, we have it that OA is true at Wo. But, then, 

the antecedent of (s.I) is true at Wo and its consequent false at Wo. Hence, 

given the LK clauses for A B, it follows that (s.I) is false at woo Therefore, 

there is a counterexample to (5.1). The same counterexample applies to the 

argument from OA to A. Accordingly, we have it that OA JrK A. As we 

discuss below, these results make it difficult to read 0 as 'Necessarily' or 0 
as 'Possibly', given this semantics. Rather, these connectives belong to a 

general sort of which 'Necessarily' and 'Possibly' (as well as 'It ought to be 

that' and 'It is permitted that', and so forth) are special examples. 

EXERCISES 5.3.1 

I Give an LK-counterexample to OA A in which n i- 0. 

2 Give an LK-counterexample to OA OA in which R i- 0. 

3 Either prove or give counterexamples in the language LK for the 

ing: 

I. O(A B) (OA DB) 

2. O(A V DB) (OA V DB) 

J. (OAAOB) O(A/\OB) 

4. A OOA 

5. OOA A 

4 Show that in general an admissible valuation 'Vw of LK does not have a 

base. (See §3.3, Def 3.2, page 27.) 

5 Define for each LK-model M = (W, R, 'V) the function 

'VM(A) ={w E W : 'V(w, A) = l} 

This is a valuation; and while it is not in the class of admissible valuations 

of LK, it is closely related to them. Show that: 

I. A If-- B iff 'V M (A) 'V M (B), in every model M of LK. 

2. A is valid in LK iff 'V M (A) = W, for every model M of LK. 

3. 'VM(A/\ B) ='VM(A) n'VM(B). 

4. = W -'VM(A). 
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6 Let M = (W, R, 'V) be an £K-model. Show that (ZW, CC, 0) is a base for 

the valuation 'V M (A) = {w : 'V(w, A) = 1}, where ZW is &J(W) and 8 

associates an operation on sets with each connective: 

0;\(X,Y) 

0o(X) 

where R(w) = {w': wRw'}. 

xny 

W-X 

{w: R(w) X} 

5·4 AMENDING R: EXTENSIONS OF LK 

As in §5.2 the languages of this chapter are underwritten by a common 

syntax. What differentiates the languages is their respective semantics. In 

this section we introduce the various languages, explaining how they arise 

out of £K (in a sense illustrated below). 

The target languages are extensions of £K. Where £ and £' are languages 

with syntax S we say that: 

DEFINITION 5.1 £' is an extension of £ exactly if any £'-model is an £-

model. 

Accordingly, where If-.c and If-.c' are the (semantic) consequence relations 

of £ and £', respectively, we say that 

DEFINITION 5.2 If-.c' is an extension of If-.c just in case X If-.c' A if X If-.c A 

(where A is any S-sentence and X any class of such sentences). 

With such terminology in hand we can now specify the (technical) mean-

ing of 'normal' in 'normal modal logic' or 'normal modal language' . Specif-

ically, a language is a normal modal language iff it is an extension of £K. 

Similarly, a consequence relation, If-, is a normal modal consequence relation iff 
If- is an extension of If-K. 

Each of the languages to be discussed in this chapter is a normal modal 

language; each is an extension of £K. Indeed, the differences between the 

various normal modal languages arise from restrictions on the £K-models-

specifically, restrictions on the accessibility relation, R. 

EXERCISES 5.4.1 

I Show that If-.c' is an extension of If-.c if £' is an extension of £. Discuss 

the question whether the converse must also hold in general. 

2 Show that the relation is an extension of is reflexive and transitive. 
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THE LANGUAGE £K 

Amending the accessibility relation involved in £K gives rise to the various 

normal modal languages. Such amending is not without philosophical mo-

tivation. Consider, again, (s.I): DA =:J A. Suppose that we are interested 

in reading the box as it is necessarily the case that. . .. Presumably, if it is nec-

essarily the case that cats are wise, then cats are wise, and similarly for any 

sentence: If A is necessarily true, then A is true. If this is right then £K 

does not adequately model alethic modality; alethic modality requires that 

(5.1) be true-logically true. 

How might we modify the semantics of £K to yield a language in which 

(5.1) has no counterexamples? A natural answer turns to R. Let M = 

(W, R, 'V) be any £K-model. Where REM we shall say that 

» M is reflexive iff R is reflexive; 

» M is symmetric iff R is symmetric; 

» M is transitive iff R is transitive; 

We also call R serial iff for every w E W there is some w' in W (not 

necessarily distinct from w) S.t. wRw'. In turn, we say 

» M is serial iff R is serial. 

By way of answering the question concerning (5.1) we prove: 

FACT 5. I M satisfies DA =:J A if M is reflexive. 

PROOF FACT 5.1 Suppose that M is reflexive and that 'V and Wo are in 

M.I2 Suppose that 'Vwo (DA) = 1. Given the conditions on box claims 

it follows that for any w E W S.t. (wo, w) E R, 'Vw(A) = 1. Since R is 

reflexive, we have it that (wo, wo) E R and, so, that 'Vwo (A) = 1, which is 

what we wanted to show. Given that Wo was arbitrary, we conclude that for 

any w in M, if'Vw(DA) = 1 then'Vw(A) = 1 (given that M is reflexive). 

Hence, if M is reflexive, then M satisfies DA =:J A.I3 QED 

Fact 5.1 is important if, as many think, alethic modality requires that 

Dp =:J P be valid-where, once again, the box is read it is necessarily the case 

that. One way of ensuring that (5-1) is valid is to restrict our attention to a 

proper subset of £K-models-specifically, the reflexive ones. Doing so gives 

12 For convenience we say that w is in M, by which we mean that w E W where W E M. 
We will follow this practice throughout the book. 

13We will eventually omit some of the steps in such proofs-assuming, for example, that the 

reader understands the role of "arbitrary objects" in proving generalizations, and the various 

steps involved in so-called conditional proof, etc .. That said, we will use some of these earlier 

proofs to give the reader a feel for the requisite methods of proo£ 
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rise to an extension of £K, namely, the language £K (as we will call it). 'T' is 

the standard name for the given language; however, we will reserve 'T' for 

the tableaux system for the language £K' The superscripted 'r' in '£K' is OUr 

(heuristic) device to indicate that £K extends £K by restricting its models 

to reflexive £K-models. I4 

To summarize the features that distinguish the different normal modal 

languages we look for characteristic sentences. These are sentences that are 

valid in the corresponding languages and their extensions but not valid in 

the languages "before" them (the ones of which they are proper extensions). 

So, for example, (s.l) is the characteristic sentence (form) for £K' Sentences 

of the form (5.1) are valid in £K and its extensions but not in £K or 

The importance of characteristic sentences will appear in Part IV, where 

we discuss alternative formulations of the normal modal logics. For now, 

because it is useful to keep such characteristic sentences in mind, we simply 

list the ones covered thus far (see Exercise 3.1 of §5.3.1, page 59): 

» Characteristic £K sentence: D (A B) (DA DB) 

» Characteristic £K Sentence: DA A 

That the characteristic sentence of £K is valid in £K (an extension of £K) 

should not be a surprise. Intuitively, as the set of models decreases the set 

of valid sentences increases, because there are fewer counterexamples. Any 

"potential counterexample" in £K is a potential counterexample in £K, but 

there are more such potential counterexamples in £K than there are in £"1<. 

Hence, if a sentence A. escapes counterexamples in £K, then it surely es-

capes counterexamples in £K' and likewise escapes counterexamples in any 

extension of £K. This relation between £K and its extensions is important 

to keep in mind. For now, we turn to another extension of £K. 

THE LANGUAGE 

Our next considered language is generated in the same way: amending £K'S 

accessibility relation, R. Such amending need not be free of philosophical 

motivation. Suppose, for example, that one's concern is deontic discourse 

and that one intends to read the box and diamond as it is morally obligatory 

that and it is morally permissible that, respectively. In this case, presumably 

one wants a language in which the following is valid: 

DA OA. 

14The notation is also intended to suggest that LK "arises from" LK by imposing the condi-

tion of reflexivity. Throughout the book we continue to use superscripts in the way indicated, 

which sits nicely with the absence of any superscript in 'LK', indicating that there are no (rele-

vant) restrictions on LK. 

AMENDING R: EXTENSIONS OF £K 

After all, if something is morally obligatory then (presumably) it is morally 

permissible. 

Have we covered a language in which (5-2) is valid? Consider £K. Is (5.2) 

valid in £K? No, as the following £K-counterexample shows: 

SO, £K won't do the trick. 

What about £K? Is (s.2) valid in £K? Yes. To see this, let M be an £K-

model (and hence reflexive), where 'V E M and W E M. We want to show 

that M satisfies DA 0 A, that is, that 'V w (DA 0 A) = 1 for all W E W. 

We can do this by showing that, for arbitrary w, if'Vw(DA) = 1 then 

'V w ( 0 A) = 1. Accordingly, let Wo be in Wand suppose that 'V Wo (DA) = 1. 

Then for all w S.t. woRw, 'Vw(A) = 1. Given that R is reflexive, we have it 

that woRwo and, so, 'Vwo (A) = 1. But, then, Wo is a world that is possible 

relative to Wo (i.e., accesible to itself) and is S.t. A is true (at wo); hence, 

'Vwo (OA) = 1. Given that each of Wo and M was arbitrary, we conclude 

that DA OA is true at all worlds of all £"I<-models: II-,q DA OA. 

SO, (s.2) is valid in £"1<, and (presumably) this is what one wants if one 

interprets the box and diamond in deontic terms. The trouble is that (pre-

sumably) one does not want (5.1) to be valid when thus interpreted; some-

times a person fails to love her neighbor even though she is morally obli-

gated to do so. If this is right, then £"1< does not represent deontic notions 

accurately. 

How can £K be modified so as to yield the validity of (s.2) but not (5.1)? 

By way of answering this question we prove the following fact, where M is 

any £K-model: 

FACT 5.2 M satisfies DA OA if M is serial. 

PROOF FACT 5.2 Let 'V and Wo be in M. Given that R is serial we have 

it that for some w E W (call it 'Wl '), (wo) Wl) E R. Now, suppose that 

'Vwo (DA) = 1. Then'Vw(A) = 1 for all w E W S.t. (wo) w) E R, in 

which case 'VW1 (A) = 1. By the semantics for diamond-claims (see §5.3), if 

(wo) Wl) E Rand 'VW1 (A) = 1, then 'Vwo (OA) = 1. So, 'Vwo (OA) = 1, 

which is what we wanted to show. As Wo was arbitrary we conclude that 

for any w E W, if 'V w (DA) = 1 then 'V w ( 0 A) = 1. Hence, provided that 

M is serial, M satisfies DA OA. QED 

Another fact is worth mentioning: 

FACT 5.3 M is serial if M is reflexive. 
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PROOF FACT 5.3 IfR is reflexive on W, then everyw E W is accessible to 

itself and, hence, given that W is non-empty, every w is accessible to some 

world or other. (If every world accesses itself, then every world accesses 

some world or other.) QED 

How, then, do we modify LK so as to ensure the validity of (5.2) but not 

(5.I)? Fact 502 gives the answer: We restrict our LK-models to serial ones; in 

doing so, we get the language LK er . IS We note: 

» Characteristic LK er Sentence: DA 0 A 

LK er is an extension of LK but it is not an extension of LI<.. That said, given 

Fact 5.3, LI<. is an extension of LK er , and indeed it is a proper extension of LK er. 

To say that L I is a proper extension of L is to say that any L I -model is an 

L-model, but not vice versa. 

THE LANGUAGE Ll<.t 

Suppose that instead of necessity or moral duty one's concern is epistemol-

ogy, and in particular knowledge. In this case, one might (informally) inter-

pret the box as it is known that. I6 With this in mind, presumably one wants 

a language in which each of (5.1) and (502) are valid sentences. After all, if A 

is known, then A is true-the upshot of (5.1). Likewise, if A is known then 

the negation of A is not known-the upshot of <5.2).17 

A natural candidate for representing our ideal knower is LI<., given that 

each of (501) and (5.2) is logically true in LI<.. One might think, however, that 

for any A an ideal knower knows that she knows A. If this is correct, then 

one will want a language in which the following is logically true: 

Dp DDp. 

(s.3) is not logically true in LI<., as the following counterexample shows: 

W 

R 

'VWD (p) 

'VW1 (p) 

{WO,Wl,WZ} 

{(wo, wo), (Wl' Wl), (wz, wz), (wo, Wl), (Wl' wz)} 

1 

'VW2 (p) 0 

15 Again, 'D' is the traditional name for the relevant logic, and we use the superscripted's er 
to indicate the relevant restriction on .LK-models. 

16The diamond can be (informally) read in terms of its box-equivalent: <)A is read in terms 

of For example, if A is 'There are other inhabited planets' then <)A will be 'It is not 

known that it is not such that there are other inhabited planets', which could be paraphrased 

as 'It is possible, for all we know, that there are other inhabited planets'. 

I7 Our informal readings of (5-1) and (5.2) are slightly loose here, as we have (in effect) treated 

knowledge as a predicate rather than an operator, but for present purposes we favor readability 

over "strict speech". (As an optional exercise you might give the "strict reading" of (5-1) and 

(502); the exercise is not as easy as it first appears!) 

AMENDING R: EXTENSIONS OF LK 

The question is: What modification of LI<. will ensure that each of (s.I)-

(5.3) is logically true? The answer, as in previous cases, calls for restriction. 

By way of answering the question we prove the following fact, where M is 

any LK-model: 

FACT 5.4 M satisfies DA DDA if M is transitive. 

PROOF FACT 5.4 Suppose that M is transitive, 'V and Wo are in M, and 

that 'V
WD 

(DA) = 1. Suppose, for reductio, that 'VWD (DDA) i=- 1. Then for 

some W E W (call it 'Wl ') WORWl and 'VW1 (DA) i=- 1, in which case there 

is some W E W (call it 'wz') S.t. Wl Rwz and 'VW2 (A) i=- 1. But, then, we 

have it that Wo RWl and Wl Rwz, in which case, given transitivity, Wo Rwz. 
But, now, since 'VWD (DA) = 1 and woRwz we have it that 'VW2 (A) = 1, in 

which case we have that 'VW2 (A) = 1 and 'VW2 (A) i=- 1. This is ruled out, 

given that 'V is a function. Given that Wo was arbitrary, we conclude that 

for anyw in M, if'Vw(DA) = 1 then'Vw(DDA) = 1. (In other words, M 
satisfies DA DDA, given that M is transitive.)I8 QED 

If we restrict our attention only to transitive LI<.-models-and, hence, 

only to reflexive and transitive LK-models-we get the language Ll<.t. We 

note: 

» Characteristic Ll<.t Sentence:I9 DA DDA 

Cl<.t is a (proper) extension of LI<., which is a (proper) extension of LK er . 

This fact, together with Fact 5.4, ensures that Ll<.t is a language in which 

each of (5.I)-(5.3) is valid. 

THE LANGUAGE Ll<.st 

The last of our target normal modal languages, like the others, is achieved 

by amending R. Specifically, the language Ll<.st is gained by restricting our 

attention to only the symmetric Ll<.t -models-and, so, restricting attention 

to only the reflexive, symmetric and transitive LK-models. Some philoso-

phers have thought that Ll<.st best represents alethic modality; they have 

thought that if A is possibly true, then it is necessarily the case that A is 

possibly true. If this is correct, then the following ought to be valid: 

OA DOA. 

Whether such thinking is ultimately correct is not particularly germane, 

for present purposes. Our focus, for present purposes, are a few special 

features of Ll<.st. 

18We will henceforth drop the explicit justification invoking arbitrary worlds, etc .. We will 

assume that the reader now has a sufficient feel for proving such results. 

19Note, however, that this sentence is valid even if one considers itTeflexive but transitive 

K-models. 
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Before turning to the target features of £Kst we should first note that 

(5.4) is not valid in £Kt (and, hence, not valid in any language of which £Kt 

is an extension), as the following counterexample shows: 

W 

R 

'VwQ (A) 

'VW1 (A) 

{wo,w,} 

{(wo, wo), (w" w,), (wo, w,)} 

1 

o 

On this specification R is reflexive and (vacuously) transitive. 0 A is true at 

wo, since there is at least one wo-accessible world (viz., wo) at which A is 

true. But there are no w,-accessible worlds at which A is true; hence, OA is 

false at w" in which case DOA is false at wo, since not everywo-accessible 

world is one at which 0 A is true. 

Given that £Kst is an extension of £Kt the foregoing counterexample 

shows that £Kst is a proper extension of £Kt. 

THE LANGUAGE £UA 

A notable feature concerns the role of R in £Kst . Suppose that instead 

of restricting our attention to only symmetric £Kt-models we defined a 

language (on the syntax Smpl) thus: A model is apair, (W,'V), where W is 
a non-empty set of worlds and 'V is a function from S x W to {l ,O}. (So, 

again, 'V assigns a "truth value" to each sentence at each world.) In turn, the 

admissible valuations are defined as before except for the clauses governing 

the box and diamond, which are now given thus: 

'VW ( OA) = 1 iff 'Vw , (A) = 1, for some w' E W 

'Vw(DA) = 1 iff 'Vw, (A) = 1, for all w' E W 

Call the resulting language '£UA" where the subscripted 'UA' may be read 

universal access. There is no explicitly invoked "access" relation in the seman-

tics for £UA but, given the semantics, one can (if one wishes) think of the 

worlds as enjoying "universal access"-each world "accesses" every world. 

So, we could equivalently define £UA -models to be triples, (W, R, 'V), where 

R is a universal access relation. 

The question is this: What is the relation between £Kst and £UA? More 

to the point: Is £Kst an extension of £UA? Is £UA an extension of £Kst? 

How are the respective consequence relations related to each other? 

FACT 5.5 The valid arguments and sentences in £Kst are precisely the valid argu-

ments and sentences in £UA. 

We leave the proof as an optional exercise. 

AMENDING R: EXTENSIONS OF £K 

ITERATED MODALITIES 

Another notable feature of £Kst (and, in turn, £UA) concerns so-called it-

erated modalities, which are Smpl-sentences containing sequences of modal 

operators, sequences of the box and diamond: ODp, DDp, DDOp, and so 

on. Specifically, every iterated modality is equivalent (in £Kst) to a sentence 

containing only one modal operator. This result is due to the following so-

called reduction laws, each of which is logically true in £Kst : 

OA 

DA 

OA 

DA 

DOA 

ODA 

OOA 

DDA 

(s·5) 

(5.6) 

(5·7) 

(5.8) 

The upshot of these equivalences is that in £Kst one may (validly) delete 

all but the last modal operator of a sentence-where the far left operator 

is the first, the far right the last-and thereby have a logically equivalent 

sentence. So, for example, the rather complicated-looking 

DOODDDODp 

is logically equivalent in £Kst to the rather friendlier-looking 

Dp 

Another upshot of the given equivalences is that there are only six 

non-equivalent modalities in £Kst , where (for present purposes) a modality 

is any unbroken sequence (including the empty sequence) of Smp l-monadic 

operators-an unbroken sequence of "',0 and D.20 Given the noted equiv-

alences, the six non-equivalent £Kst-modalities are 

We leave proofs of (s.6)-(5.8) as an exercise. 

EXERCISES 5.4.2 

I Show that D(A => B) => (DA => DB) is valid (i.e., that every instance of 

the given "schema" is logically true) in all extensions of £K canvassed in 

this chapter. 

2°Of course, is not a modal operator, at least in the current semantics; however, 

and are "modalities" in a very intuitive sense-the former may be read (in alethic modal 

logic) 'it is necessary that ... ' and the latter 'it is possible that ... '. Hughes and Cresswell {51} 

provide further discussion. 
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2 Specify the (canvassed) languages in which Dp /\ D",p and D (p /\ "'p ) are 

satisfiable. Specify the (canvassed) languages in which neither Dp /\ D",p 

nor D (p /\ "'p) is satisfiable. 

3 Specify the (canvassed) languages in which O(p V "'p) is merely contin-

gent. 

4 Give a 3-world LKt-counterexample to (5.4). (A counterexample is an 

n-world counterexample if W comprises exactly n worlds.) 

5 Another well-known normal modal language is LKs, which arises from 

LK by restricting the models to symmetric ones. The characteristic sen-

tence of LKs is A ::) DOA and the corresponding logic is called 'B' (the 

"Brouwersche" logic). 

I. Show that LKs is an extension of LK' 

2. Show that LKs is a proper extension of LK (and, hence, a proper 

extension of LK)' 

3. Show that LKt is not an extension of LKs, 

4. Show that LKst is a proper extension of LKs, 

5. Give a direct (non-reductive) proof of Fact 5.4. 

6. What philosophical motivation might motivate LV? What notions 

might be modeled by the box and diamond in LKS ? 

6 Prove the equivalences (5-6)-(5.8). 

7 In alethic modal logic n is informally translated in terms of relative possi-

bility. How might n be translated in deontic modal logic? How might it 

be translated in epistemic logic? 

5.5 TABLEAUX FOR NORMAL MODAL LOGICS 

Modal tableaux differ from CPL tableaux in two basic respects: the nodes 

and rules of resolution. The differences, while significant, are predictable. In-

deed, the differences reflect the basic semantic difference between CPL and 

modal languages: relativity to worlds (or, more neutrally, "points"). Whereas 

CPL-valuations assign a "truth value" directly to sentences, modal valuations 

assign a "truth value" to sentences at worlds. These semantic differences guide 

the construction of our otherwise semantic-free proof theory; they guide 

the construction of our tableaux. As we shall see, these differences also 

have the incidental consequence that, unlike for CPL, a tableau construc-

tion may be unending (yielding, if effect, an infinite branch). 

TABLEAUX FOR NORMAL MODAL LOGICS 

We will use LK to illustrate. Tableaux for the other normal modal lan-

guages follow the same basic pattern. The logical system (tableaux rules 

system) for LK will be called K, which is its traditional name in the litera-

ture. The (syntactic) logical consequence relation defined by the tableau 

rules will be denoted as 

TABLEAUX FOR K 

Tableaux for K look much like tableaux for CPL. The difference (in appear-

ance) is at the nodes. By way of illustration consider a CPL-tableau for the 

sentence: p ::) (q V p ). (You know what one looks like; so we won't display 

one here.) By contrast a typical K-tableau for the given sentence looks like 

this: 

I"'(p::) (qVp)), Wo 1 

I 
p, Wo 

I ",(q Vp), Wo I 

I 
"'q, Wo 

"'p, Wo 

o 
The difference, as above, is at the nodes; but the difference, as we said, has 

a natural (semantic) reading. 21 An intuitive reading of the given CPL-tableau 

reads its leaf as ''''p is true' (under a valuation represented by the branch), 

and similarly for its other nodes. Likewise, an intuitive reading of the given 

K-tableau reads its leaf as ''''p is true at wo' (under a valuation represented 

by the branch), and similarly for its other nodes. So, the "big" difference 

reflects the difference in semantics: relativity to worlds. 

What about the accessibility relation in LK? How, if at all, does this enter 

modal tableaux? By way of answering this question we consider a different 

example. Assume, for reductio, that D(A ::) B) ::) (DA ::) DB) is not 

logically true in LK, in which case some admissible LK-valuation satisfies 

its negation at some world (call it 'wo'). Now, just as with CPL tableaux, we 

begin to construct a tree to represent our (assumed) valuation. In particular, 

we represent that the negation is true at Wo at the root, which in this case 

is our (single sentence) initial list: 

'" (D (p ::) q) ::) (Dp ::) D q )) , Wo 

This sentence is a negated (material) conditional which, given the seman-

tics for::) in LK, is true at Wo iff its antecedent is true at Wo and its conse-

quent is false at Wo. Accordingly, no new "branching possibilities" open UPi 

210f course, one needs to remember that the tableaux are strictly formal-mere mechani-

cal, semantic-free devices. Still, their semantic motivation is a useful heuristic guide to their 

otherwise "meaningless" behavior. 
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we stay on the same branch, which is now represented thus: 

I (O(p :J q) :J (Op :J Oq)) , Wo I 
I 

O(p:J q) , Wo 

:J Oq) , Wo 

If, as the second line has it, 0 (p :J q) is true at wo, then p :J q is true 

at every wo-accessible world. For now, given that we have only Wo and no 

reason to think that Wo is itself wo-accessible, we turn to the third line, 

which contains another negated (material) conditional. This line is treated 

just as above; it yields the continued path 

Op, Wo 

Wo 

In effect, the first line "says" that p is true at every wo-accessible world; 

but we still have no reason to think that there are any wo-accessible worlds; 

so, we turn to the second line, which (alas) affords a wo-accessible world. 

After all, is true at Wo exactly if there is some wo-accessible world 

(call it 'Wl ') at which is true; and there is some wo-accessible world at 

which is true exactly if is true at woo So, node , wo) tells 

us that is true at Wo, which, in turn, tells us that Wo accesses some 

world (call it 'Wl ') at which is true. We represent these two claims by 

three nodes: , wo), (wo RWl ), , Wl). The second node, namely 

(wo RWl ), records the fact that Wl is a wo-accessible world; it captures the 

(semantic) idea that Wo RWl . Putting the foregoing steps together we have 

I (O(p :J q) :J (Op :J Oq)) , Wo I 

I 
O(p:J q) , Wo 

I :J Oq) , Wo I 

I 
Op, Wo 

I Wo I 

I <H I, Wo I 

I 
WORWl 

Wl 

Four of the lines have been boxed-up, as each of them has been fully pro-

cessed. Two of the un-boxed lines are 0 (p :J q) and Op, each of which is 
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true at Wo (under the valuation represented by the given branch). As above, 

this tells us that (p :J q) and p are true at every wo-accessible world; a for-

tiori each is true at Wl , since we have it that Wl is wo-accessible. So: 

P :J q , Wl 

p, Wl 

The first line is a (material) conditional, which introduces "branching pos-

sibilities", represented, as in CPL-tableaux, thus: 

Wl q, Wl 

Appending this to the previous branch yields an end to the matter: 

I (O(p :J q) :J (Op :J Oq)) , Wo I 

I 
O(P:J q) , Wo 

I :J 0 q) , Wo I 
I 

Op, Wo 

I Wo I 

I ()-q I, Wo I 
I 

WORWl 

Wl 

I p :J q , Wl I 
p, Wl 

q, Wl 

o 

This ends the matter as each branch contains nodes of the forms (A, Wi) 

and Wi). The upshot is that any £K-valuation satisfying the initial 

list is one that assigns both 1 and 0 to the same sentence (e.g., p or q) 

at some world (e.g., Wl), something no admissible £K-valuation can do. As 

with CPL tableaux, we use the closed-off symbol to record that a branch is 
"inconsistent".22 

22 Although we are motivating and illustrating the tableaux from a semantic perspective we 

should recall that, stricdy speaking, tableaux are purely formal, devoid of "meaning". Accord-

ingly, a branch is inconsistent only in a syntactic sense: the branch contains a node at which 

(A, 1I\i) occurs and anode at which 1I\i) occurs. 
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RESOLUTION RULES FOR K 

The resolution rules for extensional (truth-functional) connectives present 

little drama. K-rules for /\, =>, "', == and V are precisely the CPL-rules except 

that instead of applying directly to sentences the K-rules apply to lines of 

the following form, where i E {O, 1,2,3, ... }: 

In particular, the rules for extensional connectives run as follows: 23 

K-RuLES FOR EXTENSIONAL CONNECTIVES: 

I (A => B), Wi I I(AVB),Wil I "'(A/\B),WiI 

",A ,Wi B,Wi A,Wi B,Wi ",A ,Wi ",B ,Wi 

I ",(A => B), Wi I I ",(A VB) ,Wi I I (A/\B),Wil 

I I I 
A,Wi ",A ,Wi A,Wi 

",B ,Wi ",B,Wi B,Wi 

I (A == B),Wi I I ",(A == B), Wi I 
I ",,,,A , wil 

A,Wi ",A ,Wi A,Wi ",A ,Wi I 

B,Wi ",B,Wi ",B,Wi B,Wi 
A, Wi 

Before giving the K-rules for modal operators we first give their (semantic) 

motivation, which runs as follows: 

» Box-Sentences: (Box-sentences are those and only those that begin with 

the box!) If DA is true at Wi, then A is true at every Wj S.t. wiRwj. 

So, if we have (DA, Wi) and (wiRWj) on a branch, then we may infer 

that A is true at Wj (on that branch); that is, we may write 'A, Wj' on 

the given branch. 

» Negated Box-Sentences: If ",DA is true at Wi, then there is some Wi-

accessible world at which ",A is true, which is to say that O",A is true 

at Wi. So, if we have '",DA, Wi' on a branch, then we may infer that 

O",A is true at Wi (on that branch); that is, we may write 'O",A , Wi' on 

the given branch. 

23Each of the rules retains its corresponding CPL-rule name. We trust that no confusion 

will result from this systematic ambiguity. 
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» Diamond-Sentences: Suppose that 0 A is true at Wi. Then there is 

some Wi -accessible world at which A is true. Accordingly; if we have 

(OA, Wi) on a branch, then we may infer two things: 

» Some world is Wi -accessible. {We record this fact by using a new 

name for the wi-accessible world (a name, 'Wj', such that 'Wj' oc-

curs nowhere "earlier" on the given branch) and write 'wiRwj' on 

the branch.} 

» A is true at our "new" Wi -accessible world. {We record this fact 

by writing 'A, Wj' on the given branch.} 
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» Negated Diamond-Sentences: If "'OA is true at Wi, then there is no 

Wi -accessible world at which A is true, which is to say that every Wi-

accessible world is one at which ",A is true, which, in turn, is to say 

that D",A is true at Wi. So, if we have (",OA, Wi) on a branch, then 

we may infer that D",A is true at Wi (on that branch); that is, we may 

write 'D",A, Wi' on the given branch. 

The foregoing remarks motivate the K-rules for modal operators; the of-

ficial rules are below, where boldface type is used to indicate a new name 

(a name, as above, appearing nowhere before on the given branch). The 

following rules, from left to right, are named 'Box (pos)', 'Box (Neg)', 'Dia-

mond (pos)' and 'Diamond (Neg)', respectively: 

DA, Wi 

WiRWj 

I 

A,Wj 

K-RuLES FOR MODAL CONNECTIVES: 

I"'DA, Wil 

I o ",A , Wi 

lOA, Wi I 

I 
wiRwj 

A,wj 

I "'OA, Wi I 

I 
D",A, Wi 

Note that Box (pos), the K-rule for box-sentences, does not allow boxing-

up; the reason is that one and the same box-sentence may be resolved multi-

ple times.24 We will note this again in the conventions governing K-tableaux 

but, for now, the slogan is: Don't box-up box-sentences! 

Before turning to the conventions governing K-tableaux we note that 

definitions of 'closed branch', 'closed tree' and so on are exactly as in CPL-

tableaux except for the requisite modification to accommodate "worlds". 

Accordingly, we say: 

24The fact that any box sentence may be resolved multiple times, plus the provision that 

resolving a diamond sentence introduces a new name, together account for the appearance of 

unending branches (as we shall see below). 
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» A branch is closed iff there are two nodes on the branch such that 

(A, Wi) occurs by itself at one node and (",A, Wi) by itself at the other, 

for some A E S and some i E {O, 1,2,3, ... }. 

» A tree is closed iff every branch (of the given tree) is closed. 

In turn, a branch is open iff it is not closed; and a tree is open iff it is not 

closed. 

For purposes of defining (proof-theoretic) K-validity we need the def-

inition of a finished tree. To facilitate the definition we shall say, for any 

A E Sand i E {O, 1 ,2,3, ... }, that (A, Wi) (occurring by itself on a node 

of a branch) is a sentence-world-pair; and that (A, Wi) is an atomic-world-pair 

iff A E A (A is atomic); and that (",A, Wi) is a negation-atomic-world-pair iff 

A E A. With this in hand we say: 

» A tree is finished iff the tree is closed or no further resolution rules are 

applicable. 

We note that the initial list of a tree is to be understood as per CPL-

tableaux. (See §4-3.) Other conventions governing K-tableaux are likewise 

similar to those in CPL-tableaux, but there are a few new ones, which we 

present explicitly: 

CONVENTIONS GOVERNING K-TABLEAUX 

» Starting-Off: Every sentence of a tree's initial list is to be "paired" 

with Wo. (In other words, we conventionally agree to start the trees at 

"world zero".) 

» Closing-Off: Let b be any branch of any K-tree. We write the closed-

off sign, namely '0', below the tip of b iff a sentence-world-pair of 

the form (A, Wi) occurs (alone) at one node of b and, for the same 

sentence A, a sentence-world-pair of the form (",A, Wi) occurs (alone) 

at another node of b. 

» Boxing-Up: We box-up a line of branch b iff the line's K-rule has been 

applied to the line and the line does not contain a box-sentence (i.e., a 

box-sentence-world-pair, as it were).25 Along this vein we repeat: Do 

not box-up box-sentences! The reason for this is that new world-names 

may appear later, in which case the K-rule for Box-sentences should be 

applied again. 

25We leave it to the reader to give a precise definition of a K-rule. {Hint: First define 

every line as a <p-sentence-world-pair, for connective <po Then say (for example) that Hook 

(pos) is a node's K-rule iff the node is a ::)-sentence-world-pair, and so on. Do similarly for 

negated-<p-sentence-world-pairs. (The terminology is clumsy, we admit. Fortunately, we won't 

have frequent need for it.) 
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With these conventions in hand we note that proo/theoretic K-validity 

(or proof-theoretic K-consequence) is defined as per (Def 4.1). Where A E 

S and X S we use 'X I-K A' as shorthand for 'A is a proof-theoretic 

K-consequence of X'. Given (Def 4.1) we have it that X I-K A iff there 

is a closed tree the initial list of which comprises the elements of X and 

wo). 

By way of example let us test the characteristic Lj(-sentence in K (i.e., 

test it using a K-tableau). We begin our initial list thus: 

Given Hook (Neg) we write 

",(Dp ::J p) , Wo 

I ",(Dp ::J p) ,Wo I 

I 

Dp,wo 

"'p,wo 

The only line left to resolve is the second, which is a box-sentence, but the 

only way to resolve it requires an additional wo-accessible world, which we 

do not have on the branch. (Indeed, the only way to get "new worlds" is via 

Diamond (pos), as careful attention to the K-rules indicates.) Accordingly, 

the tree above is not only finished; it also remains open. 

As with CPL-tableaux a finished, open tree is telling: it affords an easy 

way to construct a counterexample to the original sentence (in this case, the 

characteristic Lj(-sentence). The "climbing" procedure in §4.3 (see page 40) 

is still in effect, except that we make requisite modifications to accommo-

date "worlds" and n. Specifically, we now climb as follows: 

COUNTEREXAMPLES VIA CLIMBING A BRANCH 

» Beginning the climb: 

» Start at the tip of any open branch, b. 

» Ignore all boxed-up sentences in b. 

» Constructing W 

» For any i, if'Wi' occurs on b, let Wi be in W. 

» Constructing n 

» For anyi and j, let (Wi, Wj) be in n iff'WiRwj' occurs on b. (Oth-
erwise, n = 0.) 

» Contructing'V (where A E A, i.e. atomic)26 

26-y is extended to all sentences via constraints on admissible valuations. 
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» If (A) Wi) occurs as a node ofb, let ""Wi (A) = 1. 

» If (",vA) Wi) occurs as node ofb, let ""Wi (A) = O. 

Applying these instructions to the K-tableau above (page 75), yields the fol-

lowing 'cK-counterexample to the characteristic 'cK-sentence: 

Of course, the existence of 'cK-counterexamples to the characteristic L{(-

sentence is hardly news at this stage; indeed, this particular counterexam-

ple has already been discussed. The point of the above example is merely 

to illustrate that the "climbing" method of constructing counterexamples 

is available in K-tableaux (and any modal tableaux, for that matter). 

A feel for K-tableaux can be gained via exercises. For now, we note 

(without proof) that I-K is strongly sound and complete with respect to 

II-K.Z7 Accordingly, one may use K as a reliable test for logical truth and 

consequence in 'cK. 

5.6 AMENDING R-RuLES: EXTENSIONS OF K 

Just as extensions of 'cK are achieved by amending R, so too extensions of 

K (i.e., extensions of I-K) are achieved by amending the resolution rules. We 

achieve tableaux for our other normal modal logics by mirroring the restric-

tions imposed on R. Specifically, we add rules governing R as it occurs in 

tableaux. 

Example. The difference between 'cK and 'cK is that the latter, unlike 

the former, imposes a restriction on R, namely, that R be reflexive. This 

restriction is easily mirrored by augmenting the K-tableaux-rules: add that 

one may write 'WiRwi' on any branch in which (A) Wi) occurs, for any 

sentence-world-pair. By adding to the set of K-rules we mirror the restric-

tion on R. (This is how things normally go with rules: adding more of them 

reduces freedom!) With such a rule at hand our previous tableau (page 75) 

would close: 

27See further §I2.2. 

I p), Wo I 

I 
Dp)wo 

woRwo 

p)Wo 

® 
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With the new R-rule the second line, combined with Box (pos), yields the 

fifth line which, given the third line, calls for the closed-off sign (i.e., closes 

the branch). 

So, specifying the official rules for our other normal modal logics is 

straightforward: While retaining all K-rules (and conventions) we proceed 

to specify additional rules governing R.z8 Moreover, the various defini-

tions specified for K-tableaux (e.g.,jinished tree, etc.) remain in effect, and 

proof theoretic consequence for the various normal modal logics is defined as 

per (Def 4.1). Accordingly, we proceed to specify the remaining (target) 

tableaux rules by focusing only on the additional rules governing R. 

TABLEAUX FOR T 

The normal model logic T corresponds to 'cK. The official rules for T-

tableaux comprise all K-rules (and conventions) and the following rule gov-

erning R, namely Reflexivity {abbreviated '(Ref)'}: 

This rule is intended to mirror the reflexivity of R in 'cK. In effect, the 

rule instructs one to write 'WiRwi' on any (open) branch on which 'A ) Wi' 

occurs, for any sentence-world-pair. Adding (only) this rule to K yields T, 

which is sound and complete wrt 'cK. 

TABLEAUX FOR D 

Logical system D (for 'deontic logic'), with consequence relation I-D' corre-

sponds to er. The official rules for D-tableaux comprise all K-rules (and 

conventions) and the following rule governing R, namely Serial {abbreviated 

'(Ser)'}: 

... Wi··· 
I 

wiRwj 

This rule requires explanation; it is intended, of course, to mirror the re-

strictions imposed on R in er, namely, that R be serial. What requires 

explanation is the new notation, in particular ' ... Wi ... '. (The boldface no-

tation carries its previous meaning: new name.) In effect, the rule instructs 

one to write 'Wi RWj' on any open branch in which a "world-name" occurs, 

provided that there is no previous R-line (as it were) in which 'Wi' occurs 

as the left component. ('Wi' is the left component of the R-line 'wiRwj'.) 

The rule is easy to remember: Just remember that (Ser) mirrors a serial 

relation on worlds, which means that every world accesses some world (or 

28Note that when we say that the conventions of K-tableaux are retained, we intend to 

include the "climbing" method for constructing counterexamples. 
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other). With that in mind, (Ser) is straightforward: If 'Wi' occurs on an 

open branch but is not the left component of an R-line, then, in accord 

with (Ser), write 'wiRwj' on that branch-where 'Wj' is a new world-name. 

Examples are given in the exercises (page 81). 

Adding only (Ser) to K yields D, which is sound and complete with re-

spect to er. We pause to note, however, that even for finite initial lists 

some D-tableaux are infinite.29 The result is that D is not a so-called decidable 

test for satisfiability in er. We shall not discuss the issue of decidability 

here; instead, we give an example of the "problem" at hand and also an 

example of infinite counterexamples. 

Suppose that one wishes to use D to test whether Dp is logically true in 

er.30 As per the D-rules and conventions, one proceeds to construct the 

root which, in this case, comprises only wo) as node. In turn, one 

applies Box (Neg), which yields the node , wo). At this stage, one may 

apply (Ser) or Diamond (pos). A general rule of thumb (and this applies to 

all modal tableaux) suggests applying Diamond (pos) at the first opportu-

nity, and so we will, which results in the following (unfinished) tree:31 

Wo I 

I <>_pl, Wo I 

I 
WORWl 

Wl 

As our branch remains open we proceed to the next available rule, which 

in this case is (Ser). But now the "danger" is evident: (Ser) instructs one 

to write 'wiRwj' for every world-name 'Wi' that appears on the branch and 

is not the left component of any R-line (on the branch). But, then, as a 

moment's reflection shows, we "immediately" get an infinitely long open 

29We say that a tableaux is infinite iff it has at least one infinitely long branch. (Given 

Konig's Lemma (see §IO) a tableau cannot grow infinitely wider by growing more and more 

finite branches; if a tableau has infinitely many branches then at least one of them will be 

infinite.) Moreover, we say that a model is infinite iff W is infinite; otherwise, it is said to be 

finite. 

3
0 Admittedly, the scenario may be much like Humpty Dumpty's demand to have the dif-

ference of 356and 1 "done on paper" so that he could double-check its accuracy. Still, the 

example nicely illustrates the target phenomenon, to which we return. 

3
I The reason for this has to do with Diamond (pos)'s introduction of a new name. The idea, 

as with so-called '::I-introduction rule' in classical predicate logic, is that by introducing one's 

"new names" first one tends to save time. (This rule of thumb will become obvious after one 

does a few tableaux in the exericses.) 

branch: 
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I Wo I 

I <>_pl, Wo I 

I 
WORWl 

Wl 

I 
W1 Rw2 

W2 Rw3 

W3 Rw4 
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Infinite D-tableaux will always result if the tree does not close; this is just 

the nature of (Ser). Indeed, if one attempted to apply (Ser) before any other 

rule, one would launch oneself into an infinite tree-even if the initial list 

is unsatisfiable! (Hence, another rule of thumb: Apply (Ser) only after all 
other available moves have been made!) 

That said, not all is gloomy. The method of "climbing" still affords an 

easy (albeit infinite) counterexample to Dp. An examination of the tree 

reveals the following er -counterexample to Op generated by the usual 
steps: 

W 

R 

'VWi (p) 

{Wo, Wl, W2, W3, ... } 

{(wo, Wl), (Wl' W2), (W2' W3), ... } 

0, for any i EN, 

This counterexample32 can also be represented diagrammatically as follows, 

where (in the current context) 'A, Wi --1 A, Wj' indicates that Wi has 

access to Wj (i.e., that (Wi, Wj) E R), and 'A[O] ,Wi' indicates that A is 
false at Wi: 

P rO] ,Wo --1 pro] ,Wl --1 pro] --1 [0] ,W3 P ,W4--1 ... 

So, infinite tableaux still reveal counterexamples; it is just that the revela-

tion takes longer. That said, sometimes matters are quite difficult, and one 

soon learns that the "method of conjecture" is often one's best recourse 

in trying to find counterexamples in D (or other systems affording infinite 

tableaux). Indeed, with respect to Op simple reflection, rather than D-

tableaux, yields a quick and finite counterexample: falsifying Op at a world 

Wi requires only a Wi -accessible world at which p is false; and to ensure 

3
2
Note that, as per the climbing method, \fwo (p) may be either 0 or 1. 
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that our model is an .L.Ker -model we need only ensure that every world ac-

cesses some world. As is easy to verify the following finite counterexample 

does the trick: 

W 

R 

'VwQ (V) 

{Wo} 

{(wo, wo)} 

o 

In this model every world (viz., wo) accesses some world; so, the model is 

serial. Moreover, V is false at some wo-accessible world (viz., wo), in which 

case DV is false at Woo 

TABLEAUX FOR 54 

Normal modal logic 54 corresponds in the by now familiar way to .L.J? The 

official rules for 54-tableaux comprise all T-rules (and conventions) and the 

following rule governing R, namely Transitivity {abbreviated '(Trans)'}: 

WiRWj 

WjRWk 

I 
WiRwk 

This rule is intended to mirror the transitivity of R in .L.Kt. In effect, the 

rule instructs one to write 'wiRwk' on any (open) branch on which both 

'wiRwj' and 'Wj RWk' occur. Adding (only) this rule to T (or, equivalently; 

adding only Transitivity and Reflexivity to K) yields 54, which is sound and 

complete with respect to .L.Kt. 

We note that the "danger" of infinite tableaux arises in 54. The culprit 

in this system is not (Ser); it is (in effect) the combination of Diamond 

(pos), Box (Pos), (Ref), and (Trans). This is brought out in exercises (page 

81, exercises 5.6.1). 

TABLEAUX FOR 55 

The most famous and, in a sense, simplest normal modal logic is 55, which 

corresponds equally to language .L.K
st and .L.UA. The official rules for 55-

tableaux comprise all 54-rules (and conventions) and the following rule gov-

erning R, namely Symmetry {abbreviated '(Sym)'}: 

This rule is intended to mirror the symmetry of R in .L.K
st . In effect, the 

rule instructs one to write 'Wj RWi' on any open branch on which 'wiRwj' 
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occurs. Adding only this rule to 54 yields 55, which is sound and complete 

with respect to .L.Kst . 

We note that UA-tableaux rules, which inductively define the logical 

consequence relation I-UA, provide an equivalent tableaux system.33 The 

official rules for UA comprise all extensional K-rules (and conventions), Dia-

mond (Neg), Box (Neg), and the following versions of Diamond (Pos) and 

Box (pos): 

lOA, Wi I 

I 
A,wj 

DA,wi 

... Wj ... 

I 
A,wj 

These rules replace the K-versions of Box (pos) and Diamond (Neg); they 

are intended to mirror the "universal access relation" enjoyed in .L.UA. The 

Diamond rule instructs one to write 'A , Wj' (new name 'Wj ') on any (open) 

branch in which 'OA, Wi' occurs. The Box rule instructs one to write 

'A, Wj' on any (open) branch in which 'DA, Wi' occurs, for any j such that 

'Wj' occurs on the branch. Adding these rules, in addition to Box (Neg) and 

Diamond (Neg), to the extensional K-rules yields UA, which is sound and 

complete with respect to .L.K
st . 

EXERCISES 5.6.1 

I For each of the following specify the canvassed tableaux system(s) in 

which it is (proof-theoretically) valid. {Hint: In the absence of tell-tale 

signs of a "higher" system a good strategy is to begin at K and see what is 

required to close the tableau.} 

1. O(V V q) (OV V Oq) 

2. (Dv V Dq) == D(DV V Dq) 

3· "'O"'V (q V DV) 

4· D(D(V == q) r) (D(V == q) Dr) 

5· O(V q) == (DV Oq) 

6. D",V D(V q) 

7· Ov OOV 

8. D",V D(V "'q) 

9· (DVJ\(V q)) q 

10. (D(v q) J\ "'q) "'V 

33That is: anything that is proof-theoretically valid in S5 is proof-theoretically valid in UA 
and vice versa. 
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II. (Dp J\ p) ::J Op 

2 With respect to the following sentences: 

----(DOp ::J ODp) 

----( Op ::J ODp) 

1. Construct an 54-tableau with initial list comprising only <5·9). Do 

the same for (5.10). (Your tableaux, if done correctly, will be infi-

nite.) 

2. Use your tableaux to give infinite Li<t-counterexamples to (DOp 

ODp) and (Op ::J ODp). 

3. Givefinite Li<t-counterexamples to (DOp ::J ODp) and (Op ::J ODp). 

4. Where the initial list of an 55-tableau comprises only (5.9), is the 

tableau infinite? (What about the case involving (5.10)?) 

3 Prove each of the following in the modal logic of your choice but indicate 

why you did not choose a weaker logic: 

1. OD----A::J ----DOA 

2. ----0 (A VB) ::J (----0 A J\ ----0 B) 

3. O(A V B) ::J (OA V OB) 

4. DA::J (OB ::J O(A J\ B)) 

5. OA::J OOA 

6. ODOA::J OA 

7. D(A V DB) ::J (DA V DB) 

8. (OAJ\DB) ::J O(AJ\DB) 

9. A::J DOA 

10. DOA::J A 

4 In modal models certain argument forms are valid precisely if the access 

relation has certain properties. Discuss the relationship between the 

following properties ofR in M = (W) R) -v) and the listed "axioms". 

» DIRECTEDNESS: R is directed just in case if wRu and wRt then 

there is a world z such that uRz and tRz, for all worlds w, u, t. 

» TRANSITIVITY: R is transitive just in case if wRu and uRt then 

wRt, for all worlds w, u, t. 

AMENDING R-RuLES: EXTENSIONS OF K 

» ENDPOINT EXISTENCE: R has endpoints iff for every world w there 

is a world u such that wRu and, for all worlds t, if uRt then u = t. 

(Can you give examples of relations that have the first or third property 

so as to illustrate why these names are appropriate?) 

» GEACH AXIOM: If ODA then DOA. (If it is possible that A is 

necessary then A is necessarily possible.) 

» McKINSEY AXIOM: If DOA then ODA. (If A is necessarily possi-

ble then it is possible that A is necessary.) 

5 Define 'A ---3B' to mean D(A ::J B) and 'A ---3B' to mean (A ---3B) J\ (B---3A) , 

and read these as expressing the relations of strict implication and strict 
equivalence, respectively. 

1. In CPL we can prove that for any three sentences, at least two must 

be materially equivalent. Show that in the canvassed normal modal 

logics, it cannot be proved that for any n sentences at least n - 1 
must be strictly equivalent. 

2. Suppose that a rule or axiom to the following effect were added to K: 

that for any 5 sentences at least 4 must be strictly equivalent. What 

sort of condition on the access relation or set of worlds might this 

imply or require? 

6 Let us define a new language, called which is defined only over transi-

tive LK-models. (The logical system for this language is standardly called 

'K4'.) In turn, let us define a Kt-tableaux system by retaining all K-rules 

and conventions and adding only the rule Transitivity (Tran). 

1. Is Li<t an extension of - a proper extension? 

2. Is an extension of Li<t? - a proper extension? 

3· Is DA ::J DDA logically true in (If so, prove it! If not, prove 
that!) 

4· Prove that OOA is not logically true-that is, that not every in-

stance is logically true-in either Li<t or 

5· Use a Kt-tableau to test whether (Op ::J ODp) is logically true in 

{Proceed to use the method to construct an infinite counterexam-

ple. (Your tableau, if done correctly, will be infinite.)} 
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FURTHER READING 

In addition to Kripke's papers mentioned above, useful textbooks include 

Chellas' {2o}, Rod Girle's f37}, Hughes and Cresswell's {51}, and Priest's f79}. 

A more advanced discussion, in addition to many classic references, may be 

found in Bull and Segerberg's {I7}· 

"Contrariwise': continued Tweedledee, 

"if it was so, it might be; 

and if it were so, it would be; 

but as it isn't, it ain't. 

That's logic." 

- Lewis Carrol, Through the Looking Glass 

Chapter 6 

VARIATIONS ON A THEME 

VARIATIONS OF NORMAL MODAL LOGIC may be capable of representing 

complex intricacies of our modal discourse. When C. I. Lewis formulated 

the first series of modern modal logics, his 54 and 55 were so named be-

cause they followed his 51-53, none of which we can accommodate with 

just the resources of the preceding chapter. Much of Lewis' motivation 

pertained to the difficulties of capturing the role or roles of 'if ... then' in 

natural language-a motive shared by quite a few other writers in philo-

sophicallogic. We shall touch on some of the variations of normal modal 

logic, including Lewis' own 52, which is a non-normal modal logic, and also 

the quite distinct logic of "counterfactual" conditionals and intuitionistic 

logic. 

6.1 NON-NoRMAL MODAL LOGIC 

In Chapter 5 we presented various normal modal languages each of which is 

an extension of the basic language £K .. In this section we discuss languages 

of which £K is a proper extension: non-normal languages. I 

A useful way to think of the relation between normal languages and 

the non-normal ones discussed here is in terms of logical truths. Let I.e 

comprise the logical truths of £ and I.e I the logical truths of £ I, where £ 

and £ I share a common syntax. Then £ is weaker than £ I iff I.e C I.e I. 

On this way of talking each of the (non-normal) languages discussed in this 

chapter is weaker than £K and, hence, weaker than all its extensions. 

Much of the groundwork for the target non-normal languages was laid 

in the previous chapter, and so our presentation will be somewhat swifter. 

Still, we pause from the start to give some (slightly non-standard) philo-

sophical motivation for the target languages.2 

IWe shall say that any modal language (or logic) which is not an extension of £K (or its 

underlying logic) is a non-normal language (logic). While £K is a proper extension of each 

non-normal language canvassed in this chapter, there are also non-normal languages (logics) 

of which £K is not an extension. 

2We should emphasize that the following motivation is not historically accurate, as non-

normal semantics were originally created as a mere technical device for giving world-semantics 
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